IN FINE STYLE:
THE DANCEHALL ART OF
WILFRED LIMONIOUS

THU 24 MAR - SUN 3 APR, CLORE STUDIO
The South London Gallery and One Love Books present In Fine Style: The Dancehall Art of Wilfred Limonious, the first major retrospective of one of Jamaica’s most prolific graphic artists.

The exhibition includes reproductions of Wilfred Limonious’ work from the early 1970s through to the mid 1990s, spanning three key phases in his career: his newspaper comic strips, illustrations for the publications of the Jamaican Movement for the Advancement of Literacy (JAMAL), and his distinctive artwork for the burgeoning dancehall scene coming out of 1980s Jamaica.

Wilfred Limonious (1949-99) began his career producing comic strips for the Jamaican daily newspaper, The Star, with cartoon characters such as Amos and Chicken becoming particularly popular. During the 1970s he worked as in-house illustrator for Jamaica’s national literacy programme JAMAL, before going on to produce a huge body of work for the Jamaican music industry, illustrating hundreds of LP jackets and record centres for labels such as Jammy’s, Power House, Studio One, Techniques, Ujama and Midnight Rock.

Despite being widely recognised among reggae and dancehall circles, Limonious’ illustrations are relatively unknown in the wider art world. Exhibition curator, Al ‘Fingers’ Newman, describes the role that the exhibition plays in remembering Limonious’ legacy; “Wilfred Limonious is an important part of Jamaica’s cartooning tradition, and the father of what has become known as “dancehall art”. His seminal work, particularly for the island’s music industry, continues to be relevant today and deserves far wider recognition”.

In Fine Style: The Dancehall Art of Wilfred Limonious is curated by Al ‘Fingers’ Newman and Christopher Bateman and is produced by One Love Books alongside a book on Limonious’ life and work, due for release in August 2016.


Christopher Bateman, curator
Christopher Bateman is founder of the Limonious blog, In Fine Style (infinestyle.wordpress.com). He currently works as a library technician and plays bass in a country and western band in his hometown of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Over the past five years, Bateman and Newman have been collaborating on a book about Limonious’ life and work, due for publication in August 2016 (One Love Books).

Exhibition Tour
New Art Exchange, Nottingham 7 Nov 2015-14 Jan 2016
Colston Hall, Bristol 22 Jan-6 Mar 2016
South London Gallery 24 Mar-3 Apr 2016
Gallery Oldham 8 Apr-6 May 2016
Tabernacle, London 23-29 May 2016

Additional programming:
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 26 May 2016 – Art & Existence talk on Limonious’ life and work
Black Cultural Archives, London, 16 June 2016 – Talk and In Fine Style book preview

For more information visit
www.onelovebooks.com/In-Fine-Style-The-Dancehall-Art-of-Wilfred-Limonious

@OneLoveBooks #InFineStyle #Limonious